**D6510 DONG DOI (VIETNAM, 1988)**
(Other titles: Comrades-in-arms)

**Credits:** director, Hay Son; writer, Duy Khanh.
**Cast:** Mai Khanh, Trung Anh, Dang Khoa.

**Summary:** War film set in North Vietnam in the 1970s. Boyhood friends Cuong and Thai become comrades-in-arms on the frontier. While on patrol they are ambushed. Thai fights bravely and is wounded. Cowardly Cuong runs away and loses a map. When he unexpectedly returns to camp alive, Thai does not expose the cowardice of Cuong, hoping instead to encourage honesty and bravery in his comrade. With this help, Cuong overcomes his fear, though Thai is killed in a later battle.
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